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Tree of Life - Shard of Light Meditation  
By the ARCs as Channeled by Kerry Henwood 
ARC’S ®™ Copyrighted. All rights are reserved.   

 
Notes to Leader: Before beginning, please explain the breathing technique to the group. 
We suggest each person use their middle finger of their right hand to close the left nostril and the 
thumb to close the right nostril. We do this technique 7 times for each chakra except the Crown.  It 
is to be a strong and forceful breath to remind the body.   

 
Opening  

 Close our eyes. Look back within your closed eyes.   See a sparkling inside your 
eyes.  Just the other side of your eyelids.  Just look in as if you’re looking out with 
your eyes closed and the dancing of light begins to come toward you.  Your eyes 
are closed but you see sparks of light.  Move your head around and you start to see 
them all around.  It is your beloveds, it is your spirits and they bring you your DNA, 
your DNA before your human genetic code. All that you see inside your eyes is all 
going to plant in your field 

 I now choose to relax all of my bodies.  
 
Shard of Light  

 We welcome the shard of light from the Universe beyond the beyond and the 
beginning of time, all that which you all have come from, connecting direct to 
Source Light itself, anchoring this light in the centre of our group.    

 The universal shard of light descends down upon this room, filling up the whole 
entire room.  Light begins to emanate in this room.  All around you are the shards of 
light.   

 As your shard of light begins to emanate, it is a current that is being felt inside of 
yourself.  Your body may get cold, it may get hot.  It begins to stretch out into your 
nervous system, through your blood, small little rivers of light in your mind, through 
your flesh, your neck, your shoulders, spreading out like great branches of the tree.  
Spreading out so far that it is spreading past your form.  We create a great forest in 
this room and so it is not just inside of your body, it is stretching out into your field -- 
beautiful branches of light shining bright. 

 Light begins to emanate in this room, all around you - the shards of light.  They are 
your own umbilical cords from Source’s shard of light, your total existences coming 
into this room.  Each shard begins to match up -- concentrate.  Down inside your 
crown chakra, down into third eye, down into throat, down into heart, down into 
solar plexus, solar plexus down into spleen, spleen down into base.  Base, shard of 
light that shines so bright inside.  Keep focusing.   

 As we focus on the collective shard, notice it becomes brighter and stronger.  
Simultaneously, our own shard of light becomes brighter and stronger, allowing 
further access to our Angelic selves.  The light moves from the heart down the 
body.  Become aware of your Shard beginning to pulsate. 
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Calling In  

 I now call upon the Angels of Light, the ARCS, the Solar Logos, Prime Source 
Creator, all Galactic and inter-Galactic being of light & love, all Masters, Deities, 
Guides and all those assisting humanity at this time, to be with us. 

 I call in the Directions of East, West, North, South, Earth, and Sky with Heart in the 
center. 

 

LightBody 

 We are light bodies, human but with light inside. See and feel the light descend 
deep inside you, down your legs & into your feet.  Relax all that is inside you.  

 Sense your blood flowing around your body, see it pulsing with light.  Light enters 
every cell, every DNA strand. 

 Feel the palpitation of the essence of light building in your Shard….  When you are 
ready, call your Light Body forward. 

 Sense the pulsation of your heart as it pulses in time with the shard of light, 
activating and awakening your heart to your true essence.  

 Become aware of your soul standing before you.  Acknowledge your soul & the 
great gift now presented to you. Look into the eyes of your soul, your soul looks 
back, eye to eye, seeing you.    

 Call upon your soul to come forward and stand within the central shard of light, 
collectively joining its light with all other souls present. See and feel each others 
soul standing in the light.  

 You are the spokes of a wheel.  This wheel is a heart chakra – that which you are.   
 

Tree of Life  

 Call forth the sum total of all the wisdom your soul has gathered throughout its 
lifetimes, wisdom known as your Tree of Life. See the tree’s trunk as your core soul 
vibration direct from Source.  

 Each branch is the journey into different lives. Feel the presence of your Tree of Life 
and sense the great resources accessible to you from your Soul’s learning’s. 
Remember your abilities to resolve, to reconcile, to release, and liberate yourself.  

 This is now the time to empty out the Karmic memories accumulated through each 
lifetime … chakra by chakra.  This is presented to guide us to align to the perfection 
of our original chakric system, beyond the human experience – our Soul of Light. 

 

Base/Earth Connection  

 Consciousness begins to move down -- follow us down.  From your mind, it begins 
to go down into the base, down into the base chakra.  It lies within the base.   

 The element is Earth.  The virtue is Appreciation. 

 Down in Mother Earth, she begins to hear and sense this emanation of your light.  
There is a light in the core of the Earth herself and it begins to manifest.   
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 Your mind is in the base chakra -- do not worry about the Earth.  She will come up 
of her own accord, and it will come up.   

 This tentacle, an umbilical source, begins to rise up and it begins to anchor into the 
base, turning round and around.   

 You see an energy moving around and around in that chakra.  You see that energy 
moving around and you see dark spaces.   

 You begin to let go of that insecurity, whatever it is, you don’t need to label it.  You 
just see it going around and around, and the energy is purging out through all the 
branches of the tree.   

 You are focusing on the base, it’s being taken out through the branches of the trees 
out into transmutation of light.  There is nothing wasted here, everything is 
transmuted.  It is breaking through; it’s rotating around, rotating around.   

 At the same time, you see and you begin to feel the light coming up from the Earth 
that is connecting it to that base.  It is helping to purge what is moving around and 
around.   

 Focus on your Soul’s base, allow that aspect of yourself to turn around and meld 
into your base. Accept your own creativity, your own divinity and your own Divine 
light. Take ownership of your soul of light in your base chakra.  Many memories of 
your soul plan are stored here and here the soul source remembers its own light. 

 Repeat after me: “In this moment,,,,,,, I let go ,,,,,,,,of all the insecurity.  In this 

moment,,,,,, I take responsibility,,,,,, for my own creation.  In this moment,,,,,, I 

understand that ,,,,,,, I birthed myself to this world.  I understand that ,,,,,,,I am the master 

of transition.”   

 And so that truth begins to be planted in there.  

 For the Inhale & Exhale breathing:   
o INHALE:  Breathing up with power! Breathing up with ownership so your 

body knows 
o EXHALE: the Light goes down into the base chakra, down into the taproot, 

down into the Earth.  Take it down, take it down, and take it down, as she 
recognizes your breath.   Take down your impurities into the Earth.  she’s 
taking, taking, taking and planting a new taproot.  Light is healing, impurities 
are moving, moving, moving, and light replacing.  Exhale down, down, down 
with power.   

 Take 7 breathes. 

 Now let go.  Relax your hands.  Take a nice slow, easy, gentle and graceful belly 
“integration” breathe. 

 Chant: Lang. 
 
 
Sacral/Spleen/Fire Connection  

 I now choose to move my consciousness up in the beautiful trunk of the tree.  
Moving up into the spleen area, moving up.  I release Earth. 

 Stay focused as spleen begins to rotate around.  Light begins to manifest around 
you. You begin to feel the injustice as a woman, the injustice of a man.  
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 The element is fire.  The virtue is Understanding. 

 “My body is innocent!”  Move it through, move it out in the branches, move it out, 
move it out.  Energy moving around, moving around, moving around.   

 REPEAT after me: “I understand ,,,,,,,who I am!  I understand,,,,,, who I am at this 

level!  I am in acceptance,,,,,, of who I am ,,,,,,,,,,and my mastership,,,,,,,,, and I take 

ownership of that!”   

 Move it around -- the opposition, too, out, if you are not.  Move it around.  The body 
must understand this energy.   

 As it begins to move around and around, if you see any dark spaces in there, keep 
moving it around until it moves out into the field of the tree, into the branches of the 
tree.   

 Light from Earth begins to emerge up again.  It is light now connecting, taproot 
coming.  She understands & says: “You understand, dear ones. Between form and 
formless, this is the bridge, right here.”  She understands that you understand.   

 Devas, angelic ones come.  Energy moves around. 

 Allow the heat of your Soul’s creativity to rise ... igniting the fire … setting off sparks 
in your being, your purpose, activating your drive, your will.     

 The Sacral chakra now begins to passionately energize your drive. The fire element 
sparks and ignites your being, your purpose. It generates the fire within and it burns 
inside of you like you have never felt before. 

 For the Inhale & Exhale breathing – stay focused & concentrate!   
o INHALE:  Breathing up with power! Breathing up with strength and ownership 

so your body knows 
o EXHALE: the Light goes down into the Earth.  REPEAT: “I own, I own, I own 

my mastership.” 
o Remember: It is your breath, your human breath that creates the change. 
o Hold the last inhale. 

 Take 7 breathes. 

 Now let go.  Relax your hands.  Relax your field.  Relax the energy.  Relax the 
spleen.  Your body now begins to feel freedom.  Freedom.  

 Take a nice slow, easy, gentle and graceful belly “integration” breathe. 

 Chant: Vang. 
 

Solar Plexus/Fire Connection  

 I now choose to move my consciousness up in the beautiful tree trunk.  Moving up 
into the Solar Plexus area, moving up. 

 Stay focused as Solar Plexus begins to rotate around.  Light begins to manifest 
around you.  

 The element is fire.  The virtue is Forgiveness. 

 Now in this field is intensity, emotions, humaness.  

 Repeat out loud: “My feelings are ,,,,,to be honored.  I’m not afraid ,,,,,,, of my feelings 

anymore.  It is human.  It is human to feel.”  
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 This is why you are here.  This is the area of forgiveness.  You will see people 
coming to you.  In your mind, they will come. We are sending them to you because 
you are incomplete with them.   

 Reach out in the field of your mind and, before you, you will see people walking 
towards you. “I forgive you”, you say inside your mind, “I forgive you, I set you free.  
I forgive you, I set you free.”   They are coming, they are coming.  They don’t want 
to be in your field anymore.  This is the release point of forgiveness.  See them 
coming, see them coming. 

 Earth comes up, rotating this vortex to purify it.  Moving out in the branches of the 
tree.  Don’t have to think about all these things, just forgive, forgive.   

 Out of the shard of light steps you and you stand in front of yourself.  And you say to 
yourself inside, “I forgive myself for ignoring you.  I forgive you, I forgive myself that 
I betrayed you. I forgive, I forgive, I forgive.”   

 Energy begins to move, moving faster, forgiveness is setting you free.   

 And what is replaced in there?  Compassion.  Because you understand why, you 
understand what happened, why you’ve betrayed yourself for so long.  And 
compassion comes in for self. 

 Earth begins to rise up.  She begins to come, she goes, “You know, this is your true 
DNA.” This then begins to be planted again -- in this solar plexus.  Setting you free.   

 It begins to rotate and move, energy coming in, going out from the Earth, constantly 
moving.   

 There’s a unification that is going on from Source, Earth, and yourself and the 
Unified Field. 

 Allow unconditional love to descend deep inside you.  This descends as a beam of 
light, embrace the unconditional love and light of your divine soul. 

 Meld your Soul’s love into your solar plexus. Know your Soul understands your 
humanness; dissolve any negative emotions of betrayal, fear or lack. Align to your 
own connection to your Soul and uplift your emotional, feeling nature. Acknowledge 
and embrace it.  

 For the Inhale & Exhale breathing – stay focused & concentrate!   
o INHALE:  Breathing up with power! Breathing up with focus, forcefulness and 

ownership so your body knows. 
o EXHALE: the Light goes down into the Earth.  REPEAT: “Power.  Power.  

Power.  I own it.” 
o Remember: It is your breath, your human breath that creates the change. 
o Hold the last inhale. 

 Take 7 breathes. 

 Now let go.  Relax your hands.  Relax your field.  Relax the energy.  Relax the solar 
plexus.  Your body now begins to feel freedom.  Freedom.  

 Take a nice slow, easy, gentle and graceful belly “integration” breathe. 

 Chant: Rang. 
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Heart/Water Connection  

 I now choose to move my consciousness up in the beautiful tree trunk.  Moving up 
into the Heart area, moving up.  I release Fire. 

 Stay focused as heart begins to rotate around.  Light begins to manifest around you.  

 The element is water.  The virtue is Compassion. 

 Heart of all hearts, divine one that which the divine shard lives inside of you.   

 It is the bridge of all universes, the collective consciousness, Source itself lies 
within.   

 The pearl of all pearls in the center of your heart.   

 Earth begins to rise up again, begins to come up into your heart, reaching.   

 The tree begins to expand out - so large.  Begin to go to the top of your tree and it 
begins to be larger at the top, more expansive.   

 What do we need to move?  Why did you leave me when I loved you so?  Why did 
you leave me?  Why am I always alone?  Why do you not understand who I am?   

 Listen to your hearts.  Release that fear as it rotates around.  “I lost my child.  My 
husband died.”   

 Move it around, around, around, around.  Keep it moving as the tentacle of the 
Earth in her umbilical cord in your new DNA replaces that conditioned love of hurt 
and pain and suffering, because it has made you who you are.   

 You are strong.  You are individuals and yet you know you are part of a collective.  
Allow this energy to move.   

 If you have pain in your chest, move it around.   

 If you have pain in your back, it is because you are holding onto old pain of old 
emotion and you are afraid of love.   

 And you begin to move it, move it, move it out of the trees, empty into the Earth.   

 Dear Ones, there are many beings here helping you.  Take the resources that are 
available to you always.  Move it around, move it around. 

 Allow the essence of your soul of light’s unconditional love to absorb into you.    

 As your soul touches your heart, pay attention to any emotions that may surface for 
you.  Be aware of any sense of emptiness, loneliness, lack of love, support, of 
belonging or any feelings of disconnection and then, like water, let them flow away.  

 As these emotions begin to dissolve, hear the sweetness and kindness of your 
Soul’s communication to you. Open your heart to your Soul’s embrace.  Feel your 
heart expand into the cosmic heart that has known and loved you since the 
beginning of time. 

 Hear your Soul whispering encouraging words to you. Begin to feel the fulfillment 
that you have come home to yourself. Be in gratitude. .  Bathe in the reassurance 
and knowing that … YOU are safe ... YOU are worthy ... YOU are loved.   YOU are 
loved   YOU are loved.  

 For the Inhale & Exhale breathing – stay focused & concentrate!   
o INHALE:  Breathe in through your heart chakra.  Breathing up with power, 

force, and ownership so your body knows 
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o EXHALE: Breathe out through your heart chakra. Light goes down into the 
Earth.  REPEAT: “I release the pain. I release the suffering.” 

o Remember: It is your breath, your human breath that creates the change. 
o Hold the last inhale. 

 Take 7 breathes. 

 Now let go.  Relax your hands.  Relax your field.  Relax the energy.  Relax the 
heart.  Your body now begins to feel freedom.  Freedom.  

 Take a nice slow, easy, gentle and graceful belly “integration” breathe. 

 Chant: Yang. 
 

Throat/Air Connection  

 I now choose to move my consciousness up in the beautiful tree trunk.  Moving up 
into the Throat area, moving up.  Moving up into your throat.  I release Water. 

 Stay focused as throat begins to rotate around.  Light begins to manifest in you. 

 The element is air.  The virtue is Humility.  

 Coughing.  Breaking away, breaking through.  If you need to cough, now would be 
the time to do it.  Get rid of that.  You all have a bad taste in your throat.   

 Think of all the things that you never said.  Think of all the things that you now 
resent because you didn’t say.  Cough it out.  Yes, yes!   

 Don’t ever be afraid of what you feel, because your feelings are connected to your 
words.  They are not separate from each other, dear ones.  

 I feel this way or that.  And yet you don’t say anything, and, in this vortex here, you 
are suppressing your own wisdom, your own soul’s wisdom.  

 Light coming up.  Focus now.  You’re manifesting new realities for yourselves.  
Coming to your throat, now it’s begun to purge.   

 Rotating around, the Earth begins to bring up her taproot, begins to plant inside of 
you -- what?  Courage!  Courage to speak the words, courage to feel, courage to 
say “Excuse me, I don’t like that.”  Courage, courage to speak, “You know I have a 
message for you” and you’re not afraid to hear the message.   

 As it keeps rotating around, moving light, moving light, moving light, stretching out in 
the tree, all is being taken from you.  You don’t have to focus on that, but focus on 
this vortex here.  It is important. Imagine the sound of your Soul, filled with divine 
light. Let this light seep into and slowly absorb into your throat vortex.  Let sound 
come from within… hear the sound well up inside you ….allow your voice to flow 
freely from within.  Do not hold back.   

 Individually within the group, find your sound to access the Shard. Whatever sound 
comes out is perfect. 

 For the Inhale & Exhale breathing – stay focused & concentrate!   
o INHALE:  Breathe in through your heart chakra.  Breathing up with power 

and ownership so your body knows 
o EXHALE: Breathe out through your throat chakra. Light goes down into the 

Earth.  Years of unspoken words are in your exhale. 
o Remember: It is your breath, your human breath that creates the change. 
o Hold the last inhale. 
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 Take 7 breathes. 

 Now let go.  Relax your hands.  Relax your field.  Relax the energy.  Relax the 
throat.  Your body now begins to feel freedom.  Freedom.  

 Take a nice slow, easy, gentle and graceful belly “integration” breathe. 

 Chant: Hang. 
 

3rd Eye/Ether Connection  

 I now choose to move my consciousness up in the beautiful tree trunk.  Moving up 
into the 3rd Eye area, moving up. I release the Air element. 

 The element is Ether.  The virtue is Valor. 

 Thoughts may come up such as: I can’t see.  No more.  I can’t stand it.  Too much 
hate, too much suffering, too much pain, too much responsibility.”   

 Third eye begins to rotate in front of you, inside of you.  Now focus.  Light begins to 
manifest around you.  

 Go inside your mind as if you are looking inside your mind.  In the center of your 
brain, in the center of your mind, is the pineal and pituitary, pituitary, pineal.  Two 
glands sitting opposite each other -- one in the foreground, one in the front, one in 
the back.   

 Now you see is a gold serpent rising from the Earth, gold coming up, coming 
through all the chakric system.  Gold cord coming from the Earth cord.  Focus. 

 You must rise this yourself, no one can rise it in you but you.  You see it moving 
up.   

 A gold cord snake comes from the Universe above you, from Source itself.   

 They begin to meet in the center of your third eye.  They begin to move around 
inside your mind and create a figure eight – the infinity symbol.   

 Concentrate -- do not give up now.  This is your initiation that you are performing.   

 These golden snakes go around and around in a figure eight, a gold snake -- two of 
them meeting.    

 Unification of light, Source, Earth, unification of all worlds coming together.  Focus.   

 If you feel pain in your body, that is your resistance to your great truth.  Ignore it.   

 Figure eight moving around.  It is in the destiny that which is given to you that in this 
moment, in this initiation that you have asked for from yourselves, that through the 
power of all that are in this room, that are here to help each other in this room, with 
all the beings that have come together in the formless world here.   

 Focus on the figure eight - be still and listen.   

 Because of your evolution, because you are important to humanity, may the neural 
net, the neural pathways of your genetic coding of your mind will be set free.   

 May the genetic coding of your mind in the serpent of light from the Earth and the 
serpent from the universal Source set your minds free of your genetic human 
coding.   

 You are no longer subjected to it.  Your Master inside of you understands that is so.    
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 You see it moving around, two gold cords meeting at your third eye in its brilliance.  
The acknowledgement of this is a continuous OM.  Together and we will say 
complete.   

 You will hear us.  Big breath and you take the sound into the third eye.  OM.  
Complete. 

 See your Soul’s shard moving towards you … YOUR Shard of Light.    Say to 
yourself   “I AM the Shard of Light.”    

 We are creating one mindedness, here there is no duality. Infinity is within the 
central part of the mind.  Continue moving into the figure 8 of infinity, one mind, 
becoming one with all that is. One mind is one heart.  

 For the Inhale & Exhale breathing – stay focused & concentrate!   
o INHALE:  Breathe in through your heart chakra.  Breathing up with power 

and ownership so your body knows 
o EXHALE: Breathe out through your 3rd Eye. Light goes down into the Earth.   
o Hold the last inhale. 

 Take 7 breathes. 

 Now let go.  Relax your hands.  Relax your field.  Relax the energy.  Relax your 3rd 
Eye.  Your body now begins to feel freedom.  Freedom.  

 Take a nice slow, easy, gentle and graceful belly “integration” breathe. 

 Chant: Aum/Om. 
 

Crown Connection  

 I now choose to move my consciousness up in the beautiful tree trunk.  Moving up 
into the Crown area, moving up.  I release Ether. 

 Stay focused as Crown begins to rotate around.  Light begins to manifest. 

 The central Shard now expands and moves over you, and you begin to feel yourself 
being drawn up. You are sitting in your chair,  

 You feel a pulling up above your Crown. Your Crown Chakra opens and expands up 
into the Central Shard. 

 Moving up, you come to a Stargate.  See your own light and embrace it.  You are 
the Stargate. 

 Moving up, moving up.  You’re looking up with your eyes in the center of your head, 
in the center of your mind.  

 You begin to look up inside and you see a star from the inside floating above you.   

 This is your last vortex that is associated with this world -- the formless reality that 
which anchors your form into this world.  It is the gold cord, the tetrahedron, the 
Stargate that matches all.  It is the I Am That I Am.    

 There is nothing to do in this field but to own the mastership of who you are.   

 What comes down from the Collective is a code, a sound that is not of your world 
that will be planted into your field of your tetrahedron, your auric system.   

 And it will be stimulated by sound of your natural world, of your nature, which will 
activate this system within.   
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 So you raise your hands in prayer at your heart. Then you lift it up on your head - 
just above your head and REPEAT after me: “I Am That I Am.  I Am the Goodness.  I 

Am the Light.  I Am the Way.   I Am the Truth.  And I Am in,,,,,,,, Acceptance of My 

Mastership.  I AM LOVED … I AM ONE …. I AM WHOLE.” 

 You bring your hands to your third eye and REPEAT after me:  “All that I see,,,,, I do 

no harm.   Because I Am That I Am.  And at this level,,,,,,,, I see light in all.  Even my 

slayers.  My enemies.  I see light in all.” 

 Bring your hands to your heart.   REPEAT after me:  “I Am That I Am.  The 

unconditional Source of Love.  And in this moment,,,,,,, I make a declaration to myself.  

That I Am the Beloved.  And SO BE IT!  Indeed.”   

 And drop your hands. Now let go.  Relax your hands.  Relax your field.  Relax the 
energy.  Relax your crown.  Your body now begins to feel freedom.  Freedom.  

 Take a nice slow, easy, gentle and graceful belly “integration” breathe. 
 
 
 
Meditation Conclusion 

 

 Now, see your Crown Chakra floating down, back to its place on top of your head.  
Bring into yourself your own Central Shard of Light, see it come into self, down from 
the Crown Chakra to Third Eye.  I now reclaim Ether.  

 I now bring my consciousness down to the Throat Chakra and I now reclaim Air. 

 I now bring my consciousness down to the Heart Chakra and I now reclaim water 

 I now bring my consciousness down to the Solar Plexus and to Spleen Chakra and I 
now reclaim Fire. 

 I now bring my consciousness down to Base/First Chakra and I now reclaim Earth. 

 Your own Tree of Life, with it’s branches, soul essences, at each Chakra, shines 
brightly within you. 

 Close the Crown Chakra and all shards from the branches of your Tree of Life.  

 Bring your attention back into the room while keeping your eyes closed; wiggle your 
fingers and toes.  When ready, slowly open your eyes and gently stretch.   

 Bring your hands to your heart.  “I Am That I Am.  The unconditional Source of 
Love.  And in this moment, I make a declaration to myself.  That I Am the Beloved.  
And SO BE IT!  Indeed.”  And drop your hands. 

 Relax.  Breathe.  Relax and breathe.  So, Tree of Life shining bright, this root, this 
taproot is not disconnected from you anymore.  Now you walk your souls -- 
interesting word, soul, sole, soul, soles of your feet.  Even all the way up in the 
heavens here, Earth sees your light.   

 Shine your light!   It is more “Shine your light, shine your light!”   
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TO CLOSE THE ENTIRE EVENING 

 We thank and release the Mother Earth, Angels of Light, the ARCS, the Solar Logos, 

Prime Source Creator, Galactic & Inter-Galactic Beings of Love & Light, Masters, 

Deities, and all beings of light & love that have assisted us in all dimensions and 

realms.  

 We close the Central Shard of Light.  

 Open balance, align, and harmonize all of my bodies, chakras, and templates 

 Integrate, integrate, integrate. 

 Unify, Unify, Unify. 

 We will now hold hands and chant 3 OMs in gratitude and completion 
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Leader Notes:  

For consistency, this Arcs group meeting meditation format has been transcribed to enable the 

Leader each month to have a guideline to follow. 

 

You will find the words will come individually with each of you for how you interpret the group 

energy within the moment of each new gathering.  The one who is guiding the group always has 

the free flowing ability to guide or direct the group as they feel moved to on the night. 

 

For each chakra, the leader might be inspired to add some additional information via channeling.  

 

Currently for the breathes, it is suggested that the leader instruct the group in the 

meaning/thoughts/mental focus of the inhale and exhale.  The leader can lead the group in a 

collective inhale and exhale.  This way, the group stays as a cohesive group.  

 

For the sections where the Leader asks the group to repeat after them, only a few words are listed 

separated by lots of commas (,,,,,,,,,.)  This is to identify a break.  This way, the participants only 

have to repeat a few words and not long sentences.  These can get complicated and often takes a 

person out of their heart and into the their mind.   

 

 


